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Where we started and where we are now

HARMONY Impact Mapper

More assessments and 

scientific papers in EU

EEA/ETC work to the EU-

wide impact index

OSPAR BH3



Process flow: we are in the middle!
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What do we need in the TAPAS work?
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Pressure distribution

Pressure intensity

Links to human activities

Impacts on ecosystem components

Distribution of ecosystem

components

Success will depend

on data submissions!



Baltic Sea Impact Index

BSII: after Halpern et al. 2008, Science
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Required data (always for the entire assessment area):

o E= distribution of the ecosystem components

o P= distribution of the selected pressures

o μ = 0-4 score for the impacts of pressures on 

each ecosystem component. 



Challenge #1

The WS discussed the ‘physical habitat loss’ 

and wondered what could be the baseline year 

for this pressure. 
- e.g. is a 100 years ago built harbour a loss of a habitat?

- is a 50-year-old enclosed bay area a ‘lost habitat’?

Is ‘loss’ permanent or can some ‘long-lasting 

impacts’ be considered as ‘loss’?



Challenge #2

The two impact estimates will be 

combined. 

Should the literature-based impacts 

be categorized to similar classes as in 

the online survey?

In the Baltic Sea Impact Index, the 

impacts are estimated on the basis of:

- Literature studies (e.g. LiACaT),

- Online survey.



Challenge #3

Describing spatial gradients for pressures 

and impacts

Scientific literature should be analyzed to 

provide evidence for spatial gradients of 

pressures and impacts and also the TAPAS 

online survey should include questions of this 

aspect.



Challenge #4

What do the impacts mean? => Groundtruthing

the impacts to significance categories. 
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Are there good practices to support 

the groundtruthing?
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How do we proceed? A plan for the next

steps

Identify

spatial

extent of 

pressures

Consider combining

the 44 pressure data 

layers into 18 layers

Ecosystem

components: some

are available, some

will come later

Case 

studies

Comparison

of spatial

scales

Consideration

of temporal

aspects of 

pressures

Attempts to 

groundtruth

the BSII 

results

Method 

proposal for 

the second

workshop

Second 

workshop to 

evaluate the 

method

Reporting to 

HOD


